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REVIVING A READING- ECOSYSTEM THROUGH HOLISTIC LIBRARY PRACTICES 

 

Introduction 

The Library is considered an integral component of an educational system where the University 

Library is one of the key hubs for users. The University Library system plays a crucial role in 

supporting teaching, learning, research, and innovation. The main objective of the University 

Library is to see that users are utilizing information resources and services effectively for their 

teaching and learning purposes.  Hence, the University Library has to evaluate the information 

needs of users by adopting the right evaluation methods and evidence-based innovative 

techniques to provide the right information. Underutilization of information resources and 

services is the biggest challenge faced by University Libraries.  Further, Return of Investment 

(ROI) in terms of library resources and services is another challenge that many University 

Libraries are undergoing.  Library usages depend on many key factors such as  Informative and 

lucrative resources,  dynamic and innovative services, adoption of new tools and technology, 

cordial behavior of the staff,  innovative services, the right strategy to increase users enrollment 

and membership,  available of interactive learning atmosphere, collaborative and harmonious 

relationship between librarian, faculty, and students.  As underutilization of resources is the 

biggest threat to university libraries, the right strategy must be adopted by the Libraries. User 

education is the process whereby potential users of the library are made to learn how to make 

efficient and effective use of the library and its resources. User education can be in the form of 

Orientation/training programme, workshop, Seminar, Know your Library Programme,  Users 

Enrollment Drive, ‘Library Membership Drive’, and more.   

 

Central Library, Tripura University being the ‘ Knowledge Hub’ has played a crucial role in the 

larger arena of the academic institution towards the entire academic fraternity.  Central Library 

has achieved a level of superiority, by starting its journey from scratches. From the dearth of 

information resources in the Central Library system, the tireless efforts of the library staff have 

created a Manhattan of knowledge during the last five years. However, the real challenge is to 

motivate users to use different library services physically. To combat such a challenge, Central 

Library started a series of evidence-based inventive initiatives to create a ‘conducive 

environment’ for its patrons. The basic objective behind the Central library's complete renovation 

points towards the creation of a ‘Reading Ecosystem’, for the stakeholders of the University, with 

the primary focus to provide a solid intellectual platform to the teaching fraternity and student 



community for best academic practices and to create a learning environment. In addition to the 

existing Library activities, the Central Library also takes proper care of Manuscript Resource 

Centre (MRC) which collects and preserves old and valuable manuscripts of Tripura state and 

provides an opportunity for the researchers to conduct studies on ancient intellectual output and 

the connect the past with present knowledge for the benefit of the society.  

Manucript Resource Centre (MCC)  

Manuscripts are considered the most important and authentic source to know our ancestors' 

intellectual output and the boon from our predecessors. It is the manuscripts, based on which we 

can connect the past with the present knowledge society. The ancient cultural heritage can be 

ruined by natural disasters or over a period of time by sheer neglect.  Conservation and 

preservation of manuscripts with appropriate methods are important steps to reveal the past 

through cultural information. Central Library of Tripura University has been instrumental in 

conserving and preserving the manuscripts of the North-East region. The library has preserved 

more than two hundred rare manuscripts collected from different parts of  Tripura. It has been the 

centre of attraction for the visitors. The Central Library has taken several initiatives to collect and 

preserve the rarest and most endangered manuscripts for the future generation. Collected 

manuscripts have been preserved through scientific methods and are properly catalogued. The 

Central library has conducted several workshops and seminars from time to time to sensitize the 

importance of conserving and preserving ancient manuscripts. The manuscript donors were 

sensitized to donate their manuscripts for the benefit of research, teaching, and learning.  

Encouraging Library Literacy among School Students. 

In the effort to inculcate reading habits among the school students, the Central Library plays a 

creative role. It has taken initiatives to motivate school students to read books to develop 

knowledge and gain an idea about the value of the Library for their all-round development. To 

sensitize school students about the importance of the Library, the Central Library invites school 

students to visit the Library during their educational visits to the University campus. During such 

tours, young minds are sensitized about the benefits of reading books and its value in shaping 

their minds and characters. The central library has created a conducive environment for them to 

visit different sections of the library, which helps to develop reading habits among them.  

 

 

 



The Context 

The twenty-first-century information provision function is no longer a monopoly of academic 

libraries.  Despite the huge investments and collection development efforts made by academic 

libraries, research has established that these library collections are often underused, resulting in a 

waste of time, space, and money  (Manda, 2005; Kinengyere, 2007; Ndinoshiho, 2010; Baro et 

al., 2011; Habanabakize, 2018). The underutilization of the huge library collections has been 

attributed to the libraries’ apathy in the adoption of marketing and user education approaches to 

create awareness of the available collections and services (Kaur and Rani, 2008; Kaur, 2009; Baro 

and Ebhomeya, 2013). To gain a competitive advantage and visibility over their rival commercial 

information providers, the academic libraries must adopt user-centred marketing and user 

education approaches to create awareness of the available collections and services to improve 

resource usage (Kumbar, 2004). The user-centric marketing and user education approaches 

contribute to the development of a bond between the library and its users in terms of user values, 

concerns, and needs (Kaur, 2009).  Underutilisation of information resources and services is the 

challenging factor which creates an opportunity among academic libraries to adopt creative and 

innovative approaches to obtain maximum ROI by improving usage of library information 

resources and services by users.  

The Central Library, Tripura University faces multi-dimensional challenges such as footfall of 

users for utilizing services and resources, competitive threats from the external environment, 

adoption of emerging technologies, user engagement, and services provisioning information to 

potential library users, availability of proper contents, effective knowledge management, etc. 

During the past few years, a large number of users were unaware of the library services, 

information resources, and facilities for teaching, learning, research, and innovation.  In such a 

challenging situation, library reforms and sensitization of the users was one of the prime 

initiatives, carried out by Central Library. Providing the right information to the right users at the 

right time was the main motto of the Central Library.  In this backdrop, the Central Library aims 

to increase the utilization of the Library’s services, information resources, and facilities by taking 

initiatives such as library membership drive-cum-orientation program, conservation, and 

promotion of manuscript, optimum utilization of the library resources, and as an extension 

service, encouraging library literacy among the school children.  

 

 



The Objectives  

In the broad objective of the overall development of the library system, the Tripura University 

Central Library always aims to promote the healthy reading habit of the students, to offer a 

conducive research environment to the teaching fraternity, through provisioning of better physical 

and intellectual infrastructural support, such as reading space, hassle-free access to information 

resources by adopting innovative technologies such as remote access facilities. On a larger 

prospect, the Central Library offers library guidance visits, to create acquaintance among the 

school children, who, as a part of their educational tour, visit Tripura University, a beacon of 

education and knowledge of the state. The main objectives of  adopting these practices are:  

 To promote healthy reading habits among newly admitted students through library service, 

resources, and facilities.  

 To develop awareness among the school children, during their educational visit to the 

University, regarding the importance of library and usage in one’s academic life.  

 To create a better research ecosystem by providing remote access to digital resources of 

the Central Library. 

 To create sensitize the stakeholders about the Library as ‘ Knowledge Hub’.   

Key Initiatives by the Central Library  

During the period, the Central Library has taken innovative initiatives for better utilization of 

information resources, relentlessly providing uninterrupted services and user support to the entire 

academic fraternity for their teaching, learning, research, and innovation both in and outside of 

the campus.  The library has added unique collections in terms of print and online resources. 

Among print collections, the users have access to  149026 print books, 90 Print Journals, 535 

doctoral theses, 23 magazines, 14 newspapers, 1060 bound volumes, 1300 CDs/DVDs, and many 

more. The library has added unique digital collections in terms of eBooks, eJournals, Online 

databases, academic writing tool, anti-plagiarism checking tools, etc are other key strengths of the 

Library. At present, users have access to 31628 eBooks, more than 8000+ online journals, 24 

online databases of different disciplines, access to academic writing tool-Grammarly, access to 

Anti-plagiarism checking tool- iThenticate and Ouriginal.   

As a part of the research initiatives, the Central Library has developed 'Institutional Repository 

(IR)' using open source software for archiving the scholarly outputs of the University in digital 

mode. Further, the Central Library has successfully implemented IRINS (Indian Research 



Information Network System ) and Vidwan Expert Database. The Central Library has access to 

anti-plagiarism checking platform i-Thenticate and academic research writing tool-Grammarly.  

 

 

                      Tripura University Research Contribution in Scopus (2016-2021) 



The Central Library is always committed to providing the best resources and services to its users.    

During the period, the Central Library has offered evidence-based innovative services such as 

Online circulation, Online membership, unique collections,  Anti-plagiarism service, Document 

delivery service, Research and citation support,  Reference Service, Digitization services, e-

Library Lab,  Reprographic Service, Newspaper clipping service, New arrival alert, Ask-a-

Librarian, Department Library, etc. to its users. Research integrity is one of the key components 

of research. The Central Library strictly follows research ethics and sensitizes users about the 

importance of Copyright, Fair use, and Anti-plagiarism policies. 

The Central Library makes continuous efforts to ensure that users are using Library resources 

efficiently and effectively.  To sensitize in maximizing the use of various e-resources,  the Library 

conducted has organized 65  orientation programmes and events both offline and online which 

resulted in tremendous surge of usage of resources by the users.  During the year, the Central 

Library has spent budget to develop collections in terms of information resources such as print 

books, print journals, magazines, online databases, ebooks, research tools, etc.  
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Methodology  

User engagement and effective utilization of the library’s resources and services were among the 

daunting tasks of Central Library. At this juncture, Central Library played a significant role in 

improving the effective utilization of the library through evidence-based-innovative practices. To 

enroll more users, every year, the Central Library conducts membership drive-cum-orientation 

programs for newly admitted students across all departments.  

The whole adoption strategy of Decision Making Process (DMP) for Orientation-cum- 

Membership stage is broadly in eight stages:  

 Assessment of Need  

 Planning of Process 

 Strategy Formulation 

 Strategy Communication  

 Preparation of Programme Schedules 

 Implementation 

 Evaluation of the Outcome 

 Formulation of Future Strategy based on Evaluation & Feedback 

 



Key Components of Membership drive-cum-Orientation Programme 

During the Membership drive-cum-Orientation Programme, the Central Library has tried to cover 

the main aspect of the Library which helps the users know the rules and regulations; instruction 

about the physical collections; information about access to online resources including Open 

Educational Resources (OER); sections with their functions; type of resources in terms of print 

and online resources; space for conducive learning; user centric facilities; events and activities; 

professional staff and their role and responsibilities; research support services; access of resources 

in any platforms; use of reference resources for learning and project works; recommendation of 

resources such as print books, ejournals; online databases; membership and borrowing privileges; 

issue, return and reservation of library materials and many more. 
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Components of Orientation-cum-Membership Drive  



Key Requirements  

To successfully conduct such drive, there are numbers of resources required for the Central 

Library.  The main resources required to conduct this programme are competent and skilled 

Library Staff who carry forward the objectives of such initiative starting from planning to implementation;  

active support from the authority, active support from the head of the department/centres;  Financial 

support with the allotment of the fund to successfully conduct this drive; Sufficient infrastructure such as 

computers, ICT facilities, internet connectivity, projector,  sound system, etc;  Active Participation of users 

which is most important for the success of the programme and after all,  enthusiasm and wholehearted 

participation of the users is most requisite for the success of this innovative initiative and get the best 

outcomes.  

Key  Takeaways   

During the Membership drive-cum-Orientation Programme (MOP), users are sensitized about the 

above discussed components which will immensely benefit them to use the information resources 

for academic purposes.  Such kind initiatives stimulate learning and research culture among 

faculty, students, and other stakeholders of the University. Users explore varied resources 

available in a different format and apply those in their classroom activities. Users become familiar 

to use the information resources and services. A reading culture has been witnessed among users. 

Users can locate, collect, retrieve, organize, use and evaluate information resources for their 

teaching, learning, and research.  It helps users be self-reliant & life-long learners.  

Evidence of Success 

After taking library membership drive-cum-orientation program initiatives, the library usage in 

terms of services, information resources, and facilities have been dramatically increased. Now 

teachers and students are frequently visiting the library to access resources for learning and 

research. The Library becomes the ‘learning hub’ among users for teaching, learning, research, 

and innovation. Library visit has become a popular practice to the academic community of the 

University. The library has witnessed a sustained increase in the use of physical and digital 

resources by faculty members and students during the last five years. After, the membership 

drive-cum-orientation program, it has been observed a significant increase of resources, services, 

and resources by users. This initiative not only helps users in strengthening their understanding of 

the available library resources but also for relaying confidence in their specific academic 

disciplines.  Further, it helps them in getting the right information for conducting better research, 

improve information discovery skills; improve evaluation of information skills; learn about 



research integrity and plagiarism prevention; use information resources for complete projects and 

assignments and develop critical thinking skills through deeper learning. 
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Usage of Online Resources through Remote Access Service  
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Problems encountered and Resource Required: 

 The distance of some academic departments from the Central Library and the short intervals 

and breaks in-between classes are major hindrances for the physical uses of library resources.  

 The poor economic condition of students along with inadequate internet connectivity in 

remote parts of the state creates a hindrance to utilise remote access facilities. 

 Inadequate ICT facility to show documentary on the importance of the library to the school 

children. 

 Language barrier to understand the importance of such drive where some staff was specially 

trained to understand them as per their requirement.  

The Framework for Library Best Practices 

This practice can be considered as a process or framework which can be used by academic 

libraries as a solution for improving services and resources usage. The process can be illustrated 

as per the need of academic libraries to engage in their situational analysis in terms of place, 

products, prices, promotional strategies and tools, and the nature of customers they need to serve. 

Based on the evaluation of users' need and their usage in libraries, the academic library should 

plan its marketing approach while conducting Membership-cum-Orientation Programe (MOP). In 

the planning phase, the library should assess each item to understand whether Library re-

engineering and transformation is essential in terms of space, resources, services, products, 

facilities, and where necessary, take necessary action on those changes immediately. The decision 

and action must be assessed by the users’ current requirement for their teaching, learning, 

research, and innovation with suitable promotional strategies. During the planning stage, the 

Library has to strategize the implementation process which may include systematic 

implementation of marketing strategies from starting to end, defining the role and responsibilities 

of each staff engaged in Membership-cum-Orientation Programme (MOP), the requirement of 

resources, and timeframe to complete the task. After proper planning, suitable steps should be 

taken to successfully execute or implement the ideas into practice by adopting evidence-based 

innovative approach in conducting the drive. During this stage,  proper strategies to be identified, 

failing actions or implementations may need to be reviewed for change, the process to be 

improved to fill the gap, effective direction and steps to be discussed  for effectively implement 

the drive or programme. The last stage is the confirmation which may be called the evaluation 

stage whether the adopted ideas are successfully implemented and the target is achieved. Proper 



evaluation based on the outcome, identifying the gap and framing proper strategy for the success 

of the future course of action.  

It can be mentioned that by adopting this framework, the academic library may eventually find an 

evidence-based innovative strategy for better utilization of resources, services, and facilities for 

the maximum benefit of the users, thereby increase in resources usage and services,  and 

transform the library into a vibrant and happing place in the higher education system.  

Proposed Framework for Library Best Practices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

The outcome of these innovative best practices has a strong impact on the users. As a result, the 

usage of the library has been increased.  A strong relationship between stakeholders and the Library 

has been established. Additionally, students found the use of library services and resources to be 

very comfortable as they were already equipped with the literacy skills needed to use such services 

and resources effectively.  The main observations which can be considered for improvement all 

academic librarians should endeavor to adopt this evidence-based innovative strategy to best utilize 

the information resources, services, space, facilities to meet the vision, mission, and value of the 

University; academic libraries should assess such information literacy skill in the very early stages 

of their academic year which will help to improve the use of library resources and academic 

performance and authority should strongly encourage the library to conduct this initiative by 

adopting customer focus practices. The Orientation-cum- Membership Drive will serve as a 
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benchmark among academic libraries in promoting library resources, services, and facilities for the 

betterment of users in changing scenarios of the higher education system. Librarian as custodian of 

the library must work hard to implement such initiatives to actively connect with users which will 

stimulate for better survival of the libraries and becomes a ‘Knowledge Hub’ among Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HONOR IN NURTURING THE BEST LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Certificate of Recognition’ by Sage Publishing Inc in recognition of outstanding services, 

constant support, excellence, and best practices in nurturing a learning environment for the benefit 

of stakeholders of the University. 



 EVIDENCE GLIMPSES ON LIBRARY TRANSFORMATION 

 

 

         Users during Orientation-cum-Membership-Drive at Central Library, Tripura University 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Orientation-cum-Membership-Drive & Exhibition  at Central Library, Tripura University 

 



INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CENTRAL LIBRARY AND SCHOOLS OF TRIPURA STATE  

 

Visit of School Children during their Educational Tour, Central Library, Tripura University   

 



GLIMPSES OF ACTIVITIES ON MANUSCRIPT RESOURCE CENTRE, CENTRAL LIBRARY   
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